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Abstract

Business process compliance is a key area of business process management
and aims at ensuring that processes obey to compliance constraints such as reg-
ulatory constraints or business rules imposed on them. Process compliance can
be checked during process design time based on verification of process models
and at runtime based on monitoring the compliance states of running process
instances. For existing compliance monitoring approaches it remains unclear
whether and how compliance violations can be predicted, although predictions
are crucial in order to prepare and take countermeasures in time. This work,
hence, analyzes existing literature from compliance monitoring as well as pre-
dictive process monitoring and provides an updated framework of compliance
monitoring functionalities. Moreover, it raises the vision of a comprehensive
predictive compliance monitoring system that integrates existing predicate pre-
diction approaches with the idea of employing PPM with different prediction
goals such as next activity or remaining time for prediction and subsequent
mapping of the prediction results onto the given set of compliance constraints
(PCM). For each compliance monitoring functionality we elicit PCM system
requirements and assess their coverage by existing approaches. Based on the
assessment, open challenges and research directions realizing a comprehensive
PCM system are elaborated.

Keywords: Predictive Compliance Monitoring, Predictive Compliance
Monitoring System, Predictive Process Monitoring, Systematic Literature
Review, Research Directions

1. Introduction

The need for predictive and online data analysis is crucial given the highly
volatile economic environment in which processes have to constantly adapt to
new circumstances, e.g., to COVID-19 circumstances or the Ucraine war and,
thus, historical data may be outdated and proactive process management gains
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importance [1, 2, 3, 4]. In the area of business process management, Predictive
Process Monitoring (PPM) [5, 6, 7] has attained tremendous interest recently
and several approaches for predicting, for example, the remaining time of cases,
the next activity, or the outcome of a process have been presented. Doing so,
PPM can be a valuable means for estimating company-relevant key performance
indicators, for example, customer retention. Hence, PPM can enable the proac-
tive management of business processes and operational risks [8].

In addition to PPM, Compliance Monitoring (CM) [9, 10] is an integral part
for monitoring and managing business processes in changing, complex regulatory
environments such as the financial domain. By combining the respective capa-
bilities of PPM and CM, research can offer companies a means to proactively
assess and manage their business processes with respect to future outcomes,
compliance status, and risks. Yet, reactive management through auditing is
still most prominent in compliance management of companies, explaining why
the use of predictive data analysis is an important factor for companies to im-
prove and underlines the need in the current environment to bring both lines of
research, i.e., PPM and CM, together [11].

So far, the combination of PPM and CM has not been put to the test, i.e., it
has not been systematically analyzed what capabilities of CM are already cov-
ered by PPM and what may be missing to fully support Predictive Compliance
Monitoring (PCM), i.e. predictive compliance management and monitoring
in an online setting [9] where compliance violations of process instances are
predicted during runtime. For CM, a framework of functionalities called Com-
pliance Monitoring Functionalities (CMF) [9] has been established that serves
as means to systematically compare and analyze existing approaches. Conse-
quently, the CMFs are well-suited as a starting point for testing the combination
of PPM and CM, ideally supported by a comprehensive PCM system.

Building a PCM system is a complex task, resulting from a multitude of com-
pliance constraints stemming from different and constantly changing regulatory
documents [12] and referring to multiple process perspectives [13], a process
event log/stream that is emitted from multiple, heterogeneous sources/systems
[14], as well as regular and irregular changes of the process [15]. Moreover,
it should be possible to integrate an existing PPM approach seamlessly into a
PCM system as depicted in Figure 1. Predicate prediction – which is mainly
followed by existing approaches, e.g., [16] – encodes each compliance constraint
as prediction goal into prediction models. Often the predicates are encoded us-
ing formalisms such as Linear Temporal Logic (LTL), but basically any function
that computes a target value based on a trace in the log or stream is sufficient,
if it can be related one-to-one with a constraint that expresses what the target
value means with respect to the compliance state of the trace. The other op-
tion, i.e., PCM, integrates PPM approaches with possibly different prediction
goals such as next activity, remaining time, outcome, or any indicators as well
as combinations of them and then maps the prediction results onto the set of
constraints C. An example for a constraint requiring combination of next ac-
tivity and temporal prediction is constraint c1. An example for a constraint
that requires prediction of data values, in this case the temperature based on
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Predictive Compliance Monitoring (PCM) System

Predicate Prediction (option 1): predict whether
                                                contraint is fulfilled

violation or no violation
with probability

prediction result(s) with probability     and
predicted violations with probability

PCM (option 2): compliance monitoring on top
                         of PPM prediction results

generate a prediction model monitor constraint based on predictions

Input

Output

Example Example

Output
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C
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event stream
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= 71%predicted next temperature: 90°

= 72%next predicted event for case 2: C

= 67%
remaining time for case 2 between A and C: 14 minutes

combination of
predictions

prediction model 1 prediction model 2

Figure 1: Predictive Compliance Monitoring System – Problem Statement and Example

an external data stream, is c2. By contrast to CM, predicate prediction and
PCM augment compliance violation predictions with probabilities. Augment-
ing compliance violation predictions with probabilities entails a decisive change
with respect to decision making by the company, as these probabilities lead to
decision making under risk or uncertainty [17].

Ideally, a PCM system is able to support both, predicate prediction and
PCM, and it is crucial to understand for which cases of which option is prefer-
able, e.g., regarding prediction quality. This requires PCM to be a continu-
ous task and a PCM system to support continuous compliance prediction and
re-evaluation of previous results based on different criteria such as constraint
priorities which could depend, e.g., on the expected fine upon violation.

The complexity of a PCM system can be illustrated based on an example
from the financial domain, i.e., the transaction reporting processes of financial
institutions in the EU1 [18]. These processes are subject to a multitude of reg-
ulations such as the European Markets Infrastructure Regulation [19], Money
Markets Statistical Reporting [20], Securities Financing Transactions Regula-
tion [21], and Markets in Financial Instruments (MiFIR/D) [22] which are com-
plemented by addenda and technical specification documents, e.g., reporting
instructions [23], questions and answers [24], IT appendix [25], data quality
checks [26] and further technical specifications documents. Together with event
streams from different sources, a PCM system has to integrate all information
in an efficient and usable fashion.

1A detailed description of the example can be found in the appendix, cf. Example 1.
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This work addresses the question to which extent a PCM system in its en-
tirety is addressed and solved by existing PPM and CM approaches (RQ1), how
the existing PPM and CM approaches are comparable in terms of CMF func-
tionalities, in particular, PCM system requirements necessary for the respective
functionality (RQ2), which of the requirements imposed by a PCM system are
already met by existing approaches (RQ3), and which challenges and research
directions remain still open (RQ4).

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. We start with a com-
pilation and review of PPM, CM, and PCM literature (7→ RQ1). Afterwards,
the compiled literature is analyzed along the existing framework on CMFs [9]
and for possible extensions to this initial framework (7→ RQ2). Analogously
to [9] literature is complemented by case studies as source for the CMF exten-
sion. Finally, we compare the findings from the literature study with two recent
compliance surveys [12, 13]. Based on the analysis of PPM, CM and PCM
literature, we investigate the relation of PPM and PCM, i.e., whether i) PPM
can fully encompass PCM by defining compliance violations as prediction goal
(predicate prediction) or ii) PPM is utilized for predicting compliance violations
based on predicting, e.g., next activities or remaining time, and interpreting the
prediction results, even in combination, over the set of compliance constraints
(PCM). The analysis of the literature compilation combined with findings from
case studies results in an extended CMF framework. The extended CMF frame-
work is then analyzed for the PCM system requirements arising for each of the
CMFs, illustrated by means of Example 1 ( 7→ RQ2). The CMFs, together
with their PCM system requirements, are then analyzed for support by existing
(mostly PPM) approaches, categorized along their prediction goals, e.g., next
activity or outcome ( 7→ RQ3). Then, we discuss the implications of both the
extended CMF framework, its PCM system requirements and the assessment
of existing approaches for the relationship of PPM, CM and PCM as a combi-
nation of the former two ( 7→ RQ3). Furthermore, we provide suggestions how
each CMF can be addressed to elucidate the relationship of the different re-
search areas. Lastly, we provide a set of open challenges and research directions
( 7→ RQ4) that emerge from the assessment and discussion.

The contributions to tackle RQ1 – RQ4 comprise literature reviews for PCM,
CM, and PPM, resulting in an extended CMF framework (cf. Sect. 2). The
extended CMF framework is described and illustrated in Sect. 3 and serves as
basis for deriving requirements for developing a comprehensive PCM solution.
Furthermore, existing PPM approaches are put to the test along these require-
ments. The analysis steps finally culminate in open challenges and research
directions for PCM (cf. Sect. 4). Limitations of this survey are discussed in
Sect. 5.1 and results concluded in Sect. 5.2.

The extended CMF framework and the research directions provide several
open research topics from a data, algorithmic, and application perspective for
PPM and PCM. Overall, this work aims at bridging the gap between online and
predictive process analysis techniques and real-world compliance management.
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Literature Compilation on
Compliance Monitoring

CMF survey 
+
Keywords:
business process compliance monitoring,
process compliance monitoring,
compliance monitoring,
process compliance auditing
compliance monitoring [survey / comparison
                                      / benchmark]

#initial hits 1625

*)

**)

#selection (cmp to CMF survey) 25

Literature Compilation on
Predictive Process Monitoring

**) selection criteria: (business) process focus, English language, identifiable/known publication outlet

*) Google Scholar "allintitle" search, January/February 2022

Literature Compilation on
Predictive Compliance Monitoring

13 surveys 
+
Keywords:
predictive (business) process monitoring
predictive business processes monitoring
business process prediction
next activity prediction
remaining time prediction
process outcome prediction
concept drift prediction

#initial hits 459

*)

**)

#selection (cmp to surveys) 60
                  + 24 (snowballing)

Keywords:
predictive compliance
predictive [SLA / Service Level Agreement(s)]
[SLA / Service Level Agreement(s)] prediction
predicting  [SLA / Service Level Agreement(s)]

#initial hits 510

*)

**) 

#selection 7

 + service compositions

Figure 2: Search Methodologies for the Literature Compilations on CM, PPM and PCM

2. Literature Review

Figure 2 depicts the literature search and selection methodology applied in
this paper. We start with literature on compliance monitoring (CM), followed by
literature on predictive process monitoring (PPM), complemented by a search
for predictive compliance monitoring (PCM) approaches. The literature lists
are available via https://www.cs.cit.tum.de/bpm/data/.

The overall goal of the literature review is to assess whether and to which ex-
tent PCM is addressed by existing approaches and to set out a research agenda
for PCM and in particular a PCM system. This necessitates building a basis for
the assessment, i.e., a set of PCM system requirements based on which exist-
ing approaches can be evaluated and potential research gaps can be identified.
We use the well-established Compliance Monitoring Functionality framework
presented in [9] as basis and update and extend it with respect to predictive
requirements. The original framework [9] defines the following Compliance Mon-
itoring Functionalities (CMFs):

• Modeling requirements: CMF1 (time), CMF2 (data), CMF3 (resources)
CMF1–3 refer to the modeling capabilities of the compliance constraints.
The underlying assumption is that all compliance constraints refer to the
control flow of a process, e.g., by referring to the existence of an activity
plus a maximal duration of this activity ( 7→ CMF1).

• Execution requirements: CMF4 (non-atomic activities), CMF5 (life cy-
cles), CMF6 (multiple instances constraints)
CMF4–6 refer to instantiation and execution of the process instances, more
precisely the event and life cycle information that is stored in the process
event streams during runtime, and the instantiation of the compliance
constraints.

• User requirements: CMF7 (reactive management), CMF8 (proactive man-
agement), CMF9 (explain root cause of violation), CMF10 (quantify com-
pliance degree)
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CMF7–10 refer to support that approaches offer for users to understand
and handle compliance violations. CMF8 refers to PCM as proactive
management of compliance violations that requires the prediction of such
violations.

In the following, we analyze the papers from each literature compilation
regarding two aspects, and aggregate the results at the end of this section.

i) Which existing CMFs from [9] are mentioned/addressed?

ii) Which possible CMF extensions are mentioned/addressed?

2.1. CM Literature Compilation and Findings

We take the CM functionality framework and systematic literature survey
from 2015 [9] as a yardstick, i.e., we assume that CM literature up to 2015 has
been mostly covered by [9]. For keywords and selection criteria see Fig. 2. The
search resulted in 1625 initial hits. From these 1625 papers, 25 papers were
selected as in scope of PCM and not yet analyzed by the CM survey in [9]. The
analysis of these 25 papers results in 17 papers that mention or address CMFs
in the following way:

i) Which CMFs from [9] are mentioned/addressed by CM approaches? Most
of the existing CM approaches [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40]
address modeling requirements CMF1–CMF3 fully or partly through their sup-
port for the process perspectives time, data, and resources and depending on the
employed constraint modeling formalism such as linear temporal logic (LTL),
event-based compliance language (ECL), compliance rule graphs (CRG), and
variants of event condition action rules (ECA rules), i.e., timed ECA rules or
match condition action rules. Fewer approaches mention or address execution
requirements CMF4–CMF6, mostly those approaches that support some kind
of activity life cycle [28, 29, 30, 33, 34, 37, 39]. Several approaches address
user requirements CMF8–CMF10 [27, 28, 29, 30, 33, 33, 36, 37, 40] based on
providing reactive and partly proactive management of compliance violations
as well as visualization approaches for compliance states, e.g., satisfied or vio-
lated. Overall, it seems that the majority of approaches are basic in the sense
that they focus on providing support for compliance monitoring in terms of
modeling constraints and checking them over event streams, hence addressing
modeling requirements CMF1–CMF3. There are also approaches that aim at
providing a comprehensive CM solution/framework by addressing modeling and
user requirements. For the execution requirements, the “coverage” depends on
how approaches are able to deal with different activity life cycles and constraints
that span across multiple instances or processes. The latter (CMF6) has not
been covered by existing CM approaches yet.

ii) Which possible CMF extensions are mentioned by CM approaches? [27,
35] emphasize the efficiency/performance of the CM approach in order to deal
with a large volume of events as well as the aspect of data quality. [41, 33, 35, 37]
raise the requirement to support CM in process collaborations, for example,
compliance in connection with the dynamic replacement of partners leaving a
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process collaboration or new partners joining. The support of CM in distributed
settings is also emphasized by [34] in supporting the (semantic) aggregation of
events from heterogeneous sources. [31] advocate the aggregation of values
of multiple events and event correlation for addressing multiple data sources.
Moreover, the efficiency of the approaches is put into the spotlight for dealing
with a large volume of events. [36] mentions the “early detection of conflicting
constraints” where only one of the constraints can be fulfilled at a time. [27,
28, 29] emphasize the consistency of the compliance constraint base.

From the analyzed approaches, [42, 43] as well as the survey in [10] cannot
be fully assessed due to lack of technical detail.

Conclusion. CMF1–CMF10 as proposed in [9] are still valid and approaches
since its publication in 2015 address several of the outlined CMFs. After 2015,
new directions/requirements include:

• Efficiency/performance of compliance monitoring

• Compliance monitoring in distributed processes

• Integration of event streams from multiple data sources

• Consistency of the constraint base

Efficiency and performance of compliance monitoring is motivated in existing
literature by the volume of the event data, also in combination with the applied
(ML) technique. The assessment of an approach regarding its efficiency and
performance is depending on the application and users, e.g., an CM approach
taking 5 hours can still be efficient if users expect the results within 12 hours.
Hence, the requirement of efficiency/performance will be considered a user re-
quirement. The other requirements refer to data. Hence, CMF1–CMF10 will
be extended with one user requirement and new data requirements accordingly.
We will describe and illustrate these extensions in Sect. 2.6.

2.2. PPM Literature Compilation and Findings

For keywords and selection criteria used in the literature search for PPM see
Fig. 2. The search results comprise 459 initial hits among which 126 are selected
based on the outlined criteria, including 12 survey papers. The publication dates
of the surveys include 2 surveys in 2018 [5, 7], 3 surveys in 2019 [6, 44, 45], 3
surveys in 2020 [46, 47, 48], and 4 surveys in 2021 [49, 50, 2, 51]. We add the
survey in [52] due to snowballing.

The 13 surveys provide classifications for PPM approaches based on predic-
tion goals [5, 7, 49], techniques [47, 53, 51], goals and technique [48], and use
cases [46] as well as benchmarks regarding specific techniques [54], a specific
prediction goal [55, 6], or specific data requirements [46]. [2] provides a clas-
sification based on the explainability of PPM approaches. The classifications
provided by existing surveys are partly utilized for the analysis conducted in
Sect. 3 and comprise prediction goals relevant in the context of PCM, e.g., LTL
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rules, and for CMF extensions, e.g., inter-case metrics. Also small data sets and
explainability point to possibly relevant CMF extensions.

At first, the analysis of the 13 surveys results in 10 papers (partly contained
in the 126 papers in the literature selection) that claim to provide a solution to
PCM, i.e., compliance monitoring through PPM. Out of these 10 approaches, 4
do not address any constraint definition, 3 address constraint definition through
SLA [56, 57, 58], and 3 address constraint definition in the form of predicates
[16, 59, 60], e.g., based on LTL constraints. The latter three approaches, in par-
ticular, define predicates as prediction goals, i.e., it becomes directly possible to
predict violations. [61] outlines three basic PPM approaches based on machine
learning, constraint satisfaction, and QoS aggregation which are all relevant for
PCM. We consider SLA to be in scope for the subsequent analysis on PPM
and the search on PCM, as the majority of relevant PPM papers targets SLAs.
In this context, we also consider prescriptive process monitoring approaches,
which are concerned with finding the optimal execution time of interventions
to optimize relevant KPIs or meet SLAs of the process such as the cycle time
of process instances through predictions at runtime [62, 63]. These approaches
can be also interesting for possible actions after violations have been predicted.

Similar to the CM literature review, we use the 13 surveys as yardstick to
distinguish “non-survey” papers into papers that have already been analyzed
and contribute to the conclusions of one ore several of the 13 surveys, and into
papers that have not been analyzed by a survey yet. The latter class of papers
comprises 60 papers. Snowballing yields 24 PPM papers to be potentially rele-
vant for PCM. From these 60+24 papers, 14+9 mention/address “compliance”
or “SLA” and go into the following discussion of questions i) and ii) set out in
the previous section for CM.

i) Which CMFs from [9] are mentioned/addressed by PPM approaches? Ex-
isting PPM approaches [57, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68] address modeling requirements
CMF1–CMF3 fully or partly as PPM perspectives time, data, and resource.
Control flow, by contrast to [9], is explicitly mentioned as PPM perspective,
especially in the context of next activity/event prediction approaches such as
[69, 70, 71] as well as pattern [72] and predicate prediction approaches [59].
The support of execution requirements CMF4–CMF5 is missing as existing ap-
proaches have not supported any kind of (activity) life cycle yet. CMF6 is
addressed by [73] through predictions considering intra-case and inter-case fea-
tures. User requirement CMF8 is addressed [74, 57] by, e.g., providing BPI
cockpits [56] or suggesting mitigation actions [75]. Several PPM approaches
focus on the explainability of the prediction results [76, 77, 78]. They can be
mapped onto CMF9 on explaining root causes for compliance violations as pro-
posed in [9], but CMF9 can be refined into more precise CMFs, i.e., 1) root
cause analysis and 2) effective communication of root cause as in [9], as well
as additionally in 3) explaining and visualizing prediction results, 4) explaining
and visualizing the set of future violations, and 5) explaining and visualizing
the effects of mitigation actions on predicted/future violations. Moreover, we
advocate to rename CMF9 into CMF9’: Explainability.

ii) Which possible CMF extensions are mentioned by PPM approaches?
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[58, 79, 80, 81] mention the requirement to consider external (process) con-
text data. This can be underpinned by other recent approaches such as [82, 83]
showing that context can provide useful information for root cause analysis and
explainability in PPM. [15] mentions concept drift as crucial factor to be con-
sidered in PPM. Prediction in distributed processes is addressed in [80]. Finally,
PPM approaches address the properties and quality of the data, i.e., the event
streams, including the size of the input data [84], and the output e.g., the reli-
ability of the predictions [85]. This will be reflected in an additional CMF on
data properties and quality.

Conclusion. An additional requirement reflecting the control flow perspective
of compliance constraints will be added to the CMF framework. The impact of
concept drift on compliance predictions will be covered by the requirement to
update the set of possible and future violations. Moreover, the CMF framework
will be extended by a CMF on the ability to exploit external (process) context
data and data properties and quality. These additional CMFs can be added
to the new group Data requirements. Further on, a refinement of CMF8 and
CMF9 will reflect the work on explaining and visualizing results of prediction.

Note that the PPM approaches from the literature review will be analyzed
with respect to how they meet PCM requirements in Section 3.

2.3. PCM Literature Compilation and Findings

For keywords and selection criteria used in the literature search for PCM see
Fig. 2. The number of initial hits accounts to 510 among which we selected pa-
pers based upon the outlined criteria additionally extended to include papers on
SLA predictions in the context of service compositions. Papers from the medi-
cal domain predicting whether a medical treatment would result in the desired
effects or whether patients are likely to follow the medical advice are considered
out of scope due to a missing connection to business processes. Moreover, we
excluded theses and finally came up with 7 papers [57, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91].
Out of these, [57] was also found in the compilation of PPM literature and has
therefore already been assessed.

PCM literature yields the following insights with respect to i) existing CMFs
from [9] and ii) CMF extensions. [86] can be classified as remaining time PPM
approach and hence addresses CMF1. [89] mentions prediction across multiple
process cases, i.e., instance spanning predictions, but no concrete solutions are
provided. The approach is directed towards explainability by providing a mea-
sure for reliability of predictions, but just for individual cases. Those aspects
are covered by CMF6 and CMF9. [90] uses an abstract notation for service
orchestrations, i.e., “compositions with a centralized control flow” and “predict
possible situations of SLA conformance and violation, and to obtain informa-
tion on the internal parameters of the orchestration (branch conditions, loop
iterations) that may occur in these situation”. These aspects are covered by
CMF8 and CMF9 and touch distributed processes which was already identi-
fied as an additional CMF in the previous sections. [91] predicts SLAs and
adapt service compositions in order to avoid a violation of SLAs. Mitigation
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actions and adaptations are part of CMF8. [87] targets the problem of state
space explosion which addresses the newly added requirement on efficiency of
compliance monitoring. An analysis of non-compliance to prevent compliance
violations in the future with only limited prediction capabilities is presented in
[88] and addresses CMF8.

Conclusion. PCM approaches confirm the findings of the CM and PPM liter-
ature reviews regarding CMF framework extensions.

2.4. Comparison with Compliance Surveys

The survey in [12] outlines the following challenges and research gaps for
compliance checking: Formalisation of Norms, Norms Extraction and Elic-
itation, Multi-Jurisdictional Requirements, Control-Flow Structure, Integrat-
ing Rules with Processes, Handling Violations, Dealing with Model Evolution,
Complexity and Performance and Usability and Generalisability . From these
challenges, Control-Flow Structure underpins our finding to add an explicit
requirement for the control flow perspective. Handling violations as well as
Usability correspond to user requirements CMF7–CMF10. Model Evolution is
addressed by considering concept drift and in particular the effects of evolution
and drift onto the compliance predictions. Complexity and Performance in [12]
mainly refers to the complexity of the compliance constraints which constitutes
an important requirement for PCM, especially in calling for approaches where
several process perspectives need to be predicted in combination. In this survey,
complexity and performance additionally refers to the event streams gathered
during runtime. The other challenges described in [12] refer to the elicitation
and formalization of compliance constraints which is outside the scope of this
work. The survey presented in [13] analyzes compliance management frame-
works along CMF1-CMF10 and adds three requirements, i.e., R1:integration,
R2:variability, and R3:reuse. R1:integration corresponds to our finding to in-
tegrating event streams from multiple sources. R2: variability refers to the
support of design and runtime compliance checks and “provides explicit mecha-
nisms to add an open-ended set of checks”. The latter underpins the importance
of PCM as depicted in Fig. 1, i.e., supporting a number of (possibly combined)
prediction goals, together with their impact on predicting compliance violations.
R3: reuse is not covered by requirements in this work as we do not focus on
maintaining the compliance constraint set. [13] mention compliance predictions
as future work.

2.5. Findings Based on Case Studies

Analogous to [9], we analyze case studies and real-world compliance con-
straint collections to identify CMFs with respect to i) existing CMFs [9] and ii)
possible CMF extensions. Case studies can be found in various domains includ-
ing data protection [92], finance [93], and manufacturing [94, 95]. As discussed
in [93], real-world compliance constraints refer to the modeling requirements
CMF1-3 plus control flow patterns such as existence, absence, and ordering.
A collection of real-world constraints that span multiple process instances and
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processes can be found in [96]. Constraints spanning multiple instances are
referred to by CMF6 in the original CMF framework [9]. When looking into
literature and the real-world constraints, CMF6 should address constraints that
reflect i) the simultaneous execution of events, ii) constrained execution, iii)
order of events, iv) non-concurrent execution of events, and v) constrained start
of following instances [95, 97].

Conclusion. Case studies and collections of real-world compliance constraints
confirm modeling requirements CMF1-3. Additional requirements can be specif-
ically identified in real-world constraints that span multiple process instances
or processes and will be included in the assessment of CMF6.

2.6. Extended Compliance Monitoring Functionality Framework

This section summarizes the extended CMF framework based on the findings
from literature reviews and case studies in Sect. 2.1 – 2.5). We deliberately pro-
pose an extended CMF framework rather than, for example, a predictive CMF
framework as the extensions refer to prediction and monitoring. Following [9],
each of the CMFs is partitioned into sub CMFs reflecting specific requirements
on the expressiveness of the CMF. Each of the CMFs is illustrated by an example
in Sect. 3.

The first extension refers to the modeling requirements by explication of
CMF0 on control flow. Following control flow patterns for compliance con-
straints [9], we opt for the basic building blocks existence (CMF0.1), absence
(CMF0.2), and ordering (CMF0.3). Note that CMF 1.1 time qualitative
becomes obsolete due to adding CMF0.3 ordering.

The user requirements are extended by refinement of CMF8 and CMF9. For
CMF8, the update of the set of possible and future violations (CMF8.3)
of compliance is added. CMF9 is renamed to CMF9’: Explainability and
refined by explain and visualize the prediction results (CMF9.3), ex-
plain and visualize the set of possible and future violations (CMF9.4),
and explain and visualize the effects of mitigation actions (CMF9.5).
Moreover, CMF11 on efficiency/performance of CM is added as user re-
quirement.

Finally, the group of Data requirements on process event data such as logs
and streams as input for solving the PCM problem is added. The consistency of
the constraint base as also mentioned in the literature is considered beyond the
scope of this work. In detail, the extensions comprise integration of data from
multiple sources (CMF12), distributed processes (CMF13), context
data (CMF14), and data properties and quality (CMF15).

3. Extended CMF Framework, PCM System Requirements and As-
sessment

In this section, we present the extended CMF framework in detail, identify
PCM system requirements for each extended CMF, and analyze the 122 papers
from the PPM literature compilation plus the 24 papers added by snowballing
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for their coverage of the extended CMF framework presented in Sect. 2.6. We
structure the section along the extended CMFs beginning with the presentation
of the CMFs and followed by the assessment for Sect. 3.1 to Sect. 3.4. In the
assessment, we discuss the relation between supporting CMF groups and their
PCM system requirements and the prediction goal of the PPM approaches.
The goal of the assessment is to understand the relation between CM, PPM,
and PCM as well as to identify open research challenges (cf. Sect. 4).

The extended and updated CMFs when compared to the original framework
presented in [9] are described by means of the template also provided in [9] in
order to equip them with a more precise meaning. The template contains for
each CMF, its name, a brief overview, a description, evaluation criteria with
particular focus on how the CMF could be verified through PPM in terms of
PCM system requirements, examples, and clues on the implementation [9]. In
case of refined CMFs, the templates are centering around the refinements. More-
over, the original CMFs are also illustrated based on Ex. 1 and the following
constraints which apply to Ex. 1 according to [20, 18, 23, 25, 98, 99].

Evaluation criteria are listed with the focus on PCM system requirements.
This illustration is understood as an addition to the original CMFs presented
in [9]. The list of evaluation criteria results in a list of requirements for a
holistic view that serves as an input for the assessment of existing PPM and
CM approaches in meeting the criteria for a PCM system.

For the illustration and description of the extended CMF framework and
elicitation of PCM system requirements, the distinction between predicate pre-
diction and PCM (cf. Fig. 1) is important. For predicate prediction, the
expressiveness of the chosen logic for compliance constraints determines the as-
sessment of an approach for modeling and execution requirement CMFs. For
PCM, the assessment of modeling and execution requirement CMFs is also de-
pendent on the prediction method. Therefore, the evaluation criteria for model-
ing and execution requirement CMFs in Sect. 3.1 and 3.2 focus on PCM system
requirements for PCM. With the exception of CMF9.3 and CMF9.4 that coin-
cide for predicate prediction, the user and data requirements are both similarly
relevant to predicate prediction and PCM.

Furthermore, it is important to note that the prediction goal of an approach
is independent of the ability to match reality observed through recorded/received
events/activities with the respective events/activities stated in the compliance
constraints. In predicate prediction, the approach must match before training
the prediction method in order to compute the target for prediction, whereas
in PCM the approach must match after the training, even after the prediction.
Consequently, PCM separates the task of predicting from the task of matching
and checking compliance. Furthermore, the ability of matching is required by
any CM approach, i.e. also by approaches that do not predict compliance vi-
olations. Additionally note that matching requires an equivalence notion that
formalizes the case when we consider two events/activities as equal. Since the
often assumed label equivalence requires the usage of a controlled vocabulary
throughout the design, execution and change of monitored processes and respec-
tive information systems, this equivalence notion is a non-valid simplification
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[100]. Hence, further equivalence notions such as attribute equivalence are nec-
essary for proper matching.

Regarding the assessment of the extended CMFs and their PCM system
requirements, we apply the following scale: + indicates that the PCM system
requirements for the CMF are fully met by existing PPM approaches, ∼ means
the PCM system requirements are partly met and − that the PCM system
requirements are not met. We use c to express that the requirements can be
met by combining different existing PPM approaches, e.g., predicting resources
is connected with predicting next activities.

Note that we present an assessment that considers seen behavior, i.e., we
assume that we have observed all behavior already in a historic log/stream. For
the case of unseen behavior the assessment would for almost all CMFs evaluate
to − as only few approaches such as [101] can deal with unseen next activity
prediction in the form of updating the prediction model. Unseen behavior can
be induced by changes and should not only be considered in the form of updates,
but we could also aim at predicting unseen events based on, e.g., context data.

3.1. Modeling Requirements

CMF0 to CMF3 pertain to the ability of approaches to deal with control-
flow, time, data and resource constraints.

CMF0.x: existence, absence, ordering
Overview: As basic building blocks of control-flow patterns, compliance rules

need the ability to express that an activity must occur or exists in a process
instance, that it is absent from a process instance and in what order two or
more activities occur in the process instance.

Description: The existence or occurrence of an activity in a process instance
can either be a primitive condition that a certain activity exists in the instance
or be more advanced in the sense that the condition additionally carries infor-
mation on how often the activity occurs in the instance. The former is stated
either explicitly as a must occur or implicitly as part of another condition, for
example, an activity data condition that implies the activity to occur. The lat-
ter typically adds some pattern for quantities such as ”at least twice”. To check
conditions on absence of an activity in a process instance in particular requires
the ability to decide whether a process instance is completed. The ordering con-
ditions surpass the original time qualitative conditions in [9] in expressiveness.
Whereas time qualitative conditions can only express eventually follows, order-
ing conditions also capture conditions on the directly follows of events/activities
or statements such as “follows after three intermediate activities”.

Evaluation criteria: To fully support CMF0.x, an approach must have pre-
dicted the set of next activities/events ranked by probability of occurrence and
with a distinction of directly/eventually follows or the complete order of ac-
tivities/events per current process instance, the approach must have searched
the complete process instance for activities/events and match recorded activi-
ties/events with the activity/event specified in the condition.

Examples (cf. Ex. 1):
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C1 Activity “Send secured MMSR report” needs to be executed once per day
(existence).

C2 Event “Sending MMSR report failed” by the authority must not occur
(absence).

C3 Activity “Collect secured MMSR orders” must be directly followed by
“Consolidate secured MMSR orders” (ordering) .

Implementation: For training the prediction method for predicate prediction
or after prediction of the next activities/events for next activity prediction the
approach must be able to check the truth of the existence and order conditions,
i.e., it requires some equivalence notion for matching activities and events such
as label equivalence or attribute equivalence [34] (e.g., in case events of condi-
tions have to be matched with events contained in console logs that do not come
with easily separable labels), a threshold for the probability of events/activities
to decide whether they will actually occur, a mechanism to correlate events to
process instances and a means to infer the order of the predicted events per
process instance. For next activity prediction, the implementation needs to de-
cide how to infer the absence of activities: Not predicting the occurrence of a
certain activity is interpreted as being absent (only valid for approaches able
to predict unseen behavior) or predicting it with a below threshold probability
can be interpreted as being absent (valid interpretation for approaches able to
predict unseen behavior and for approaches without that ability).
CMF1: time quantitative
For Overview and Description, and Implementation see [9].

Evaluation criteria: To fully support the quantitative time functionality, the
approach must have additionally predicted the remaining time to either com-
plete the process, to complete the activity, the remaining time until the next
event happens per process instance or timestamps for all predicted events/activities.

Examples (cf. Ex. 1):

C4 Activity “Sending MMSR report succeeded” needs to occur between 6pm
of the same day and before 7am of the next trading day.

CMF2.x: activity data, case data
For Overview and Description, and Implementation see [9].

Evaluation criteria: To fully support these data-related functionalities, the
approach must have additionally predicted relevant event attributes potentially
depending on the prediction of case data over time.

Examples (cf. Ex. 1):

C5 Activity “Correct order field entry” with attributes “reason=erroneous
entry” is to be sent as an amendment revision in the following report,
i.e. the next “Send secured MMSR report” needs to include an XML
amendment message for the respective order (constraint extracted from
Fig. A.4).
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CMF3.x: unary resource condition, extended resource condition
For Overview and Description, and Implementation see [9].

Evaluation criteria: To fully support resource-related functionalities, the
approach must have additionally predicted the associated resource of activi-
ties/events based on resource predictions and potentially further event attributes
necessary to monitor and check the conditions.

Examples (cf. Ex. 1):

C6 Orders without collateral need to be registered by a senior trader (unary
resource condition).

C7 Activities “Send secured MMSR report” can only be done by a role from
a separate department than that of the role that initially registered the
order (extended resource condition).

Class CMF Coverage

Modeling req.

CMF0.1 existence +
CMF0.2 absence +
CMF0.3 ordering +
CMF1 time quantitative c/+
CMF2.1 activity data +
CMF2.2 case data ∼
CMF3.1 unary resource condition c/+
CMF3.2 extended resource condition c/+

Table 1: Coverage assessment of extended CMFs 1–3 by existing literature; CMF extensions
in bold; +: covered, ∼: partly covered, −: not covered, c: combination necessary

Assessment of modelling requirements:
The following assessment of modelling requirements is summarized in Table

1. The assessment of predicate prediction approaches with respect to modeling
requirements in general depends on the expressiveness of the predicate language,
i.e., which process perspectives (control flow, time, data, and resources) can be
expressed as predicates. In the literature compilation, we identified 3 distinct
approaches that deal with predicting possible violations of predicates that range
from simple SLAs [102] to LTL based formulae [16], and first-order event ex-
pression (FOE) based formulae [60]. The predicates refer to control flow, time
and event attributes. Hence, CMF0.1–0.3 are covered (+) if the activities have
been already observed. [16] is also able to deal with quantitative time pre-
diction (CMF1). [60] explicitly deals with event attributes, i.e., activity data
(CMF2.1, +), and resources (CMF3.x, c/+). Additionally, predicate prediction
covers outcome-oriented PPM approaches that use case data as input for the
prediction of outcomes [103], but do not predict case data (CMF2.2, ∼).

Next activity / event prediction means to make statements about upcoming
activities / events that are referred to by one or several compliance constraints.
Take, for example, constraint “If Correct order field entry activity is executed for
a an order of the previous or even older day, then it must never be reported as a
new order, but as an amendment.” (cf. Ex. 1), which refers to activities Correct
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order field entry and Send secured MMSR report. Existing approaches predict
next activities if the activities in the compliance constraint have already been
observed so far. Absence of an activity can then also be implicitly predicted,
based on probabilities. Consider for example a compliance constraint stating “b
must not directly occur after a”. In this case, we would expect that for a trace
in which we have observed a the probability of b as next activity should be 0.
If it is not, we could end up with a compliance violation. Hence, next activity
prediction approaches support CMF0.1, CMF0.2, and CMF0.3 (+).

Next activity / event prediction could also serve as “anchor” for predicting
the modeling requirements CMF1–3.x referring to time, data, and resources
by combining next event/activity prediction with remaining time and resource
prediction. Except for [104] that predicts the future path of a trace and then the
delay to the next event starting from the current event, combined approaches
are missing. Instead time, data, and resources are used by existing approaches
as features to improve next activity prediction.

Finally, there are dedicated approaches for predicting remaining time, nu-
meric indicators, and resources. Existing approaches for remaining time/delay
in combination with next activity / event prediction cover CMF1 on quantitative
time (c/+). In [58], activity data (CMF2.1) is used for prediction, i.e., cost for
executing tasks is seen as a risk parameter. Resource prediction (CMF3.1 and
CMF3.2) in connection with temporal prediction is mostly seen from a schedul-
ing perspective, i.e., how to determine and avoid potential temporal problems
such as bottlenecks by assigning resources [105, 106]. Other approaches utilize
resources as features for temporal predictions [107, 108]. [109] predicts the re-
source / resource pool an upcoming event will be assigned to. Hence, CMF3.1
and CMF3.2 can be assessed with c/+.

3.2. Execution Requirements

CMF4 to CMF6 pertain to the ability of approaches to deal with execution-
based constraints. Furthermore, these CMFs enable the assessment of ap-
proaches to deal with domain-dependent information that is only available dur-
ing execution of process instances.
CMF4: non-atomic activities
For Overview and Description, and Implementation see [9].

Evaluation criteria: To fully support non-atomic activities, the approach
must have additionally predicted and distinguished different event types and
their relation to the respective activity.

Examples (cf. Ex. 1):

C8 A secured MMSR report can only be sent, if its processing is completed.

CMF5: life cycle
For Overview and Description, and Implementation see [9].

Evaluation criteria: To fully support life cycles, the approach must have
additionally predicted and distinguished life cycle states/transitions of next
events/activities.

Examples (cf. Ex. 1):
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C9 A MMSR report processing starts with checking the MMSR sending chan-
nel, i.e. it puts the “Send secured MMSR report” activity into a “ready”
state (activation). A successfully sent report event completes the corre-
sponding “Send secured MMSR report” activity (activation+completion).

C10 The sum of successfully sent reports and failed report sent events needs
to equal the number of send report activations (balance start/complete
events).

CMF6: Multiple instances constraints
Overview: Multiple instances of compliance constraints may not only be

necessary for a single process instance due to multiple occurrences of related
activities, but in the case of instance-spanning constraints also for multiple
instances of one or multiple process types.

Description: As constraints may impose requirements over multiple process
instances or even processes and the constraint’s instantiation trigger may oc-
cur multiple times during execution, each instantiation needs to be monitored
simultaneously. Consider, for example, the instance-spanning constraint “The
centrifugation may only be started when at least five samples have arrived”
[110]. If there exist five centrifuges in the lab, the instance-spanning constraint
may be instantiated five times in parallel to monitor the arriving of samples
at each centrifuge individually before the centrifugation may be started. If for
four of the five centrifuges more than five samples have arrived and for the
fifth centrifuge only three, but all centrifugations have started, the monitoring
framework should only identify the respective constraint for the fifth centrifuge
as violated.

Evaluation criteria: To fully support multiple instances functionalities, the
approach must have predicted various combinations of previous prediction goals
such as events with attributes, life cycles and/or timestamps in conjunction
with a notion of process instances and processes to predict events across multi-
ple instances/processes. In addition, the approach must have shown flexibility
in handling various data granularities in constraints with respect to event at-
tributes in received events, as the aggregation of data values for specific events
may be necessary.

Examples (cf. Ex. 1):

C11 For each registered order, the order needs to be processed to be included
in the final MMSR report (multiple instantiation).

C12 All registered and processed orders are simultaneously sent to the author-
ity (simultaneous execution).

C13 All “Process order” activities must be completed by 7am of the following
trade day (constrained execution).

C14 Each report needs to be sent without another send operation in concur-
rence (non-concurrent activities).
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C15 Only four MMSR reports can be sent to the ECB per day (constrained
start).

Implementation: Encoding inter-case features [111] can be a solution to pre-
dict, for example, the utilization of shared resources. Compliance prediction of
constraints that span across multiple instances or processes pose requirements
on the ability of a PCM solution to a) model context in the constraints, e.g.,
the set of instances the constraint refers to [112]; b) differentiate process in-
stances/processes; c) track the contexts of rule activations and their compliance
status separately; d) transfer the separate handling of rule activations and their
contexts to instance-spanning constraints.

Class CMF Coverage

Execution req.
CMF4 non-atomic activities −
CMF5 life cycle −
CMF6 multiple instances constraints c/ ∼

Table 2: Coverage assessment of extended CMFs 4-6 by existing literature; CMF extensions
in bold; +: covered, ∼: partly covered, −: not covered, c: combination necessary

Assessment of execution requirements CMF4–CMF6: The following as-
sessment of execution requirements is summarized in Table 2. If the input event
stream contains different event types (CMF4, CMF5) such as start, complete,
or running (cf. life cycle model for XES [113]), the corresponding event labels
are conceptually encoded as features, but a demonstration of correctly handling
lifecycle event labels as features in case of predicate prediction and, additionally,
predicting lifecycle event labels for future events in case of PCM is missing.

For CMF6, based on the case studies outlined in Sect. 2 we can provide
a very detailed level of assessment which is not reflected in the CMF due to
the sake of granularity levels among the CMFs. In particular, the assessment
of CMF6 on multiple instance constraints, will follow the categorization for
instance-spanning constraints proposed in [95]. Existing PPM approaches to
address the multiple instantiation of compliance constraints are missing. For
the simultaneous execution of process instances, inter-case features for batching
(i.e., executing process instances in one batch) are used in order to improve
remaining time predictions [111, 114, 115]. Aggregated PPIs that might include
data constraints can be predicted based on [116] as well as aggregated risks over
multiple instances by [58]. [117] propose a probabilistic approach for remaining
time prediction taking into account hidden dependencies between process in-
stances. Constrained execution of instances as well as non-concurrent execution
of instances are not covered by temporal prediction approaches. Constrained
start of instances is only touched upon, i.e., [107] predict how many instances
will start in a particular time window.

3.3. User Requirements

CMF7 to CMF11 pertain to the ability of approaches to support the user in
understanding and managing compliance violations in time.
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CMF7: reactive management
For Overview and Description, and Implementation see [9].

Evaluation criteria: To fully support the reactive management of compli-
ance violations, the approach must have continued predicting events for process
instances that have already violated constraints and to have continued the mon-
itoring of further constraints for these instances. On the one hand, continuous
monitoring of violations gives a more complete and fine-grained view on the com-
pliance status of a process/system. On the other hand, it supports and enriches
further functionalities of reactive management such as recovery, compensation
mechanisms and reporting/documentation features for auditing.

Examples (cf. Ex. 1):

C16 Unplanned deviations from normal operations (disruptions) and their root
causes have to be registered, evaluated and prioritized with respect to their
resulting risks and escalated according to predetermined criteria (contin-
uous monitoring).

CMF8.x: early detection of conflicting rules, possible/future viola-
tion, update set of possible and future violations, recommendations
for users to avoid violations

Overview: The ability for pro-active detection and management of compli-
ance violations does not only include the detection of conflicting rules that lead
to implicit violations, the detection of possible and inevitable future violations
and subsequent recommendation of mitigation actions, but also includes the ca-
pacity of an approach to react to evolving or high velocity processes in real-world
environments by updating the set of possible and future violations.

Description: The typical training of a prediction model on ex-post process
instances may be too inflexible to capture the dynamics and variability of evolv-
ing processes in the real-world [74]. Hence, approaches should be able to flexibly
deal with processes exhibiting concept drift or a multitude of variants over time
through mechanisms to update the prediction model and/or the set of possible
and future violations as the process evolves.

Evaluation criteria: To fully support the pro-active detection and manage-
ment of compliance violations, the approach must have detected conflicting rules
as soon as possible with precise probability/likelihood, to continuously update
the set of conflicting rules as the event stream evolves, to detect and predict the
set of compliance violations as soon as possible and as complete as possible with
precise probability/likelihood and to continuously update compliance prediction
for all compliance constraints and events as the event stream evolves. Further-
more, the approach has to determine and provide mitigation actions based on
compliance predictions as soon as possible, with precise assessment of risk and
impact of the mitigation actions. Additionally, it has to continuously update
the mitigation actions based on updates of compliance predictions.

Examples (cf. Ex. 1):
• Consider Scenario 2. The accuracy constraint of the MMRS regulation is in
conflict with a constraint set by the German “Arbeitszeitgesetz” (early detec-
tion of conflicting rules);
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• Consider Scenario 1. Missing the deadline for sending the report is a possible
violation to be predicted (possible/future violation);
• Consider Scenario 1. Each time an activity of the data collection and con-
solidation in the staging area is completed, the likelihood of possibly violating
the MMSR timeliness constraint may change (update set of possible and future
violations);
• Consider Scenario 1. Recommendations to avoid the possible violation may
be to provision additional server resources and register them with the execution
engine in the staging area; or to avoid all future possible violations may be to
reduce the number of correcting order field entries by putting attention to the
topic in the front-office or by aligning their incentives with a correcting order
field activity metric (recommendations for users);

Implementation: For updating the set of possible and future violations as
the event stream evolves, the CM system can either take a brute-force approach
by always updating the predictions as new events arrive, which may be com-
putationally intensive or even infeasible for high velocity streams, or optimize
the points in time to update the predictions as well as the prediction model
according to new events. Consequently, the approach needs both a strategy
for updating the prediction and for updating the prediction model in light of
concept drift. These strategies can either be optimized for the particularities of
the overall PCM system or generic and configurable for various settings.
CMF9.x: root cause analysis, effective communication of root cause,
explain and visualize prediction results, explain and visualize set of
possible and future violations, explain and visualize effects of mitiga-
tion actions

Overview: Next to root cause analysis and the effective communication of
identified root causes, the prediction results, set of possible and future viola-
tions and the mitigation effects need to be communicated to the end user in
a meaningful way by appropriate visualizations and explanatory presentations.
These additional abilities increase the usability of the approach and facilitate
the efficient use of the same in practice.

Description: Depending on the prediction goal(s) of the approach, the pre-
diction results and the set of possible and future violations may coincide (in case
of predicting truth values of constraints) or be separate from another (in case
of predicting the sequence of events before evaluating the constraints on the
sequence of events). Nevertheless, for both and the effects of mitigation actions,
the approach should provide the user with explanations and visualizations in
support of a quick assimilation of the key factors determining the results, what
they mean and - for mitigation actions - what their execution will lead to.

Evaluation criteria: To fully support root cause analysis, explainability
and visualization functionalities, the approach must have precisely determined
root causes for predicted compliance violations as soon as possible, provided
root cause analysis and continuously visualized root causes for predicted com-
pliance violations to users. Furthermore, the approach has to have continu-
ously provided explanations for compliance predictions at algorithmic level (i.e.,
which input leads to which output) and continuously visualized the prediction
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results in their context, possibly together with providing post hoc explana-
tions (together with CMF9.1). The predicted compliance violations have to
have be continuously visualized together with their root causes and effects (cf.
CMF9.1/CMF9.3) and with their mitigation actions and the effects of applying
the mitigation actions. Each of these functionalities requires the demonstrated
ability to handle single and multiple instances (the latter also in an aggregated
manner) and multiple process perspectives and views.

Examples (cf. Ex. 1):
• Consider Scenario 1. The root cause analysis for the longer Middle- and
Back-office activities should reveal the exceptionally high number of correct or-
der activities as the root cause (root cause analysis);
• Consider Scenario 1. Effective communication of the exceptionally high num-
ber of correct order activities both entails a visualization for each MMSR report-
ing process showing the relation of the correct order activities to the respective,
longer running activities in the Middle- and Back-Office with the respective cor-
relations and statistical tests (effective communication);
• Consider Scenario 1. The prediction of the later completion times for the
Staging area should explain that this is due to the longer running Middle- and
Back-Office activities and to what extent this is the case. The quantifying met-
rics for the extent are visualized in a graph showing all the features and to what
extent they determine the current prediction and their likelihood (prediction
results);
• Consider Scenario 1. The content of CMF9.2 in conjunction with a visu-
alization of the predicted overtime by which the staging area will violate the
timeliness requirement assembles all required information for the MMSR re-
porter to understand the possible violation and decide on how to proceed (set
of possible/future violations);
• Consider Scenario 1. The type of provisioned servers and their effect is vi-
sualized to show the to what extent they affect the performance of the staging
area. The properties of the execution engine that determine the effect and its
limits is explained on top of the visualization (mitigation actions);

Implementation: To streamline the result presentation of the root cause
analysis, prediction (and compliance checking) and mitigation actions with their
respective effect to the end user, the implementation can choose to support tools
for Business Intelligence [118] or implement a standalone graphical user inter-
face. The former option transfers the functionalities with respect to communi-
cating, explaining and visualizing (CMF9.2–CMF9.5) to an external tool and
the end user. Since the end user has to know the technical details of acquiring
relevant information from the approach, this option may entail a considerable
barrier for using the system. The latter option does not come with these limita-
tions. Here, the approach can leverage eXplainable Artificial Intelligence [119] to
support explainability and communication of results and Visual Analytics [120]
to enable the interaction of the end user with the results (CMF9.2–CMF9.5). By
summarizing the key results and their implications in a dashboard (as proposed,
for example, in [121]), the approach can support the user in understanding the
various outputs of the system, as presenting information through dashboards
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has proven beneficial in practice [122, 123, 124].

CMF10.x: compliance degree of single traces, compliance degree of
an entire process/system
For Overview and Description, and Implementation see [9].

Evaluation criteria: To fully support compliance degree functionalities, the
approach must have continuously exploited the predicted probabilities/likeli-
hoods of compliance violations for continuously determining and updating the
compliance degree of single process instances and across all process instances
and processes. Depending on the complexity of the compliance constraint base,
the prediction goal in the case of predicate prediction can be tweaked to predict
compliance degree as the probability of non-violation instead of truth values for
compliance constraints. Note that several compliance constraints can apply to
the same case which can result in one compliance constraint being predicted to
be violated but the others being predicted to be fulfilled. A compliance degree
needs to take this into account and eventually also consider the severeness of a
potential violation in particular when considering CMF8.x and CMF9.x. Maybe
violating one compliance constraint that has not such severe consequences can
be taken into account in order to improve the overall compliance degree either
within one trace or even for the entire system.

Examples (cf. Ex. 1):
• The respective regulations are different for the four reporting processes and
the institution is required to monitor and explain deviations in the reporting
processes leading to the need for individual compliance degrees of each reporting
process instance (single traces);
• To assess the overall risk that is imposed through the transaction-based re-
porting system, the bank must measure and monitor the compliance degree of
the entire process/system [99] (entire process/system);
CMF11: efficiency/performance of CM

Overview: To realize pro-active detection and management of compliance
violations, an appropriate performance of the approach is a prerequisite.

Description: As the efficiency/performance of the approach determines the
point in time the end user can react to compliance violations by executing
proposed compensation/recovery mechanisms, reporting the violation and doc-
umenting it; or proactively act to mitigate the possible violations by executing
proposed mitigation actions, it is crucial that this point in time adheres to the
performance requirements set for the monitored system and it comes before
the possible violations occurs. Depending on how challenging the performance
requirements are, a particular approach may be unsuitable.

Evaluation criteria: To fully support the performance functionality, the ap-
proach must have provided performance optimization strategies for compliance
prediction and its continuous update based on, e.g., delta approaches. Fur-
thermore, it needs to have provided benchmarks with respect to compliance
prediction performance in offline and online settings.

Examples (cf. Ex. 1): If the approach takes more than 11 hours to update its
predictions, it can never capture the dynamics inherent to the reporting process
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at runtime, rendering its capabilities as only reactive or for auditing purposes;
Implementation: Due to the trade-off between performance and accuracy

[125], approaches with the highest accuracy values in offline settings may ren-
der themselves unsuitable in online settings. As performance requirements on
the approach may greatly vary, the implementation can either specialize on a
certain performance threshold in online settings and optimize its results accord-
ingly or introduce configuration parameters/options that determine the effective
performance/efficiency of the approach in practice.

Class CMF Coverage

User req.

CMF7 reactive management +
CMF8.1 early detection of conflicting rules +
CMF8.2 possible/future violation +
CMF8.3 update set of possible and future violations c/ ∼
CMF8.4 recommendations for users to avoid violations ∼
CMF9.1 root cause analysis c/ ∼
CMF9.2 effective communication of root cause −
CMF9.3 explain and visualize prediction results c/ ∼
CMF9.4 explain and visualize set of possible and future violations ∼
CMF9.5 explain and visualize effects of mitigation actions −
CMF10.1 compliance degree of single traces −
CMF10.2 compliance degree of an entire process/system −
CMF11 efficiency/performance of CM ∼

Table 3: Coverage assessment of extended CMFs 7–11 by existing literature; CMF extensions
in bold; +: covered, ∼: partly covered, −: not covered, c: combination necessary

Assessment of user requirements CMF7–CMF11:
The following assessment of user requirements is summarized in Table 3.

In general, it is often difficult or impossible to identify the output of existing
prediction approaches. However, the PCM system requirements state to at least
predict the set of next activities / events, ranked by probability of occurrence
and a distinction between immediately/eventually occurs for PCM. If we look
at more complex compliance constraints referring to several activities and their
occurrence/absence and order, possibly in combination with time, data, and
resources, a fine-granular prediction feedback with probabilities would be desired
both for predicate prediction and PCM, which is basically possible, but not
explicitly provided by any of the approaches.

Regarding CMF7, prescriptive monitoring approaches [62, 126] constitute a
means to propose demonstrated recovery or compensation in the form of inter-
ventions to the user and provide feedback (+).

Regarding CMF8.1 and CMF8.2, predicate prediction approaches [16, 102,
60] can basically provide early detection of (future) compliance violations (+).
Updates of prediction results, especially compliance violations (CMF8.3), and
prediction models is addressed in a preliminary way by incremental learning
approaches that focus on updating the prediction model when drifts occur, e.g.,
[101, 15] as well as based on continuous task monitoring through sliding windows
as proposed in, e.g., [116] (c/ ∼). For CMF8.4, approaches mention that predic-
tions can provide recommendations for users [16]. Alerts [127] and dashboards
[128, 129, 121] provide information on predictions and compliance to users and
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can help to avoid violations. Risk predictions [58] are provided to users as rec-
ommendations (CMF8.4) which can also partly serve as mitigation actions for
lowering risk for specific risk types. However, all of these recommendations do
not target compliance violations. Prescriptive monitoring approaches can foster
the early detection of compliance violations (CMF8.1) and the preparation of
mitigation actions (CMF8.4). [62, 130, 126], for example, enable the generation
of alarms that trigger interventions to prevent an undesired outcome or miti-
gate its effect. Similarly, [131] “supports the proactive handling of deviations,
i.e. inserted and missing events in process instances, to reduce their potential
harm”. However, those approaches do only provide a limited set of recommen-
dations or mitigation action, in particular, with respect to a set of constraints
and not KPIs or SLAs. Yet, for a PCM system, approaches need to provide an
extensive set of interventions together with an evaluation of their effects, i.e.,
since multiple constraints can be in effect at the same time, mitigation actions
need to consider the interplay of those constraints as well. (∼ for CMF8.4).

Root cause analysis (CMF9.1) can be implicitly based on probabilities and
feature vectors, i.e., by answering the question whether certain data elements
influence the prediction of the next activity/event [132, 133, 134] (c/ ∼). How-
ever, the effective communication of root causes to users (CMF9.2) is missing
(−), although explainability (CMF9.3), e.g., based on features, is targeted by
several approaches recently [2, 133, 116, 135, 134] (c/ ∼). CMF9.3 on explaining
and visualizing results is implicitly supported via helping to choose parameters
by [136] and by [114] in the context of inter-case features for batching. Qual-
ity metrics for the prediction results are provided, including stability [137] and
reliability [85]. However, existing approaches lack the ability to explain the pre-
diction results in natural language and by means of visualizations that both are
comprehensible by domain experts without knowledge of the prediction method
or without a mathematical background (c/ ∼). CMF9.4 on explaining and vi-
sualizing predicted violations is supported partly by [133] that visualize and
explain predicted violations technically (∼), i.e. not in natural language similar
to the previous explanation and visualization of prediction results. In particu-
lar, visualization approaches for explaining prediction results and the effects of
mitigation actions (CMF9.5) are missing (−).

For the assessment of compliance degrees, there is no approach for single
instances (CMF10.1, −) and approaches like [111] encode inter-case features
but do not provide means for predicting them, i.e., CMF10.2 is assessed as −.

Regarding efficiency and performance (CMF11), first approaches contribute
by applying, for example, scalable online learning algorithms, [104], hyperpa-
rameter optimization [138], and temporal predictions “in a parallel and dis-
tributed manner, on top of a cloud-based service-oriented infrastructure” [139],
yet fail to develop a case study that elicits user requirements on the perfor-
mance/efficiency of the system and comprehensively benchmarks existing ap-
proaches based on the case study; only for outcome-oriented approaches a bench-
mark exists for execution times [44] (∼).
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3.4. Data Requirements

CMF12 to CMF15 pertain to the ability of approaches to deal with properties
of data that are determined by the means of recording and storing the data and
the properties of data sources.
CMF12: integration of data from multiple sources

Overview: Real-world processes can be supported by multiple information
systems at once thereby requiring the approach to integrate the data from each
of the information systems to construct the complete processes. If context data
is considered, it needs to also be integrated with the event data.

Description: When business processes are supported by multiple, distributed
information systems, observing events by extracting them from the various in-
formation systems as a starting point for approaches can become challenging,
since there exists a high degree of heterogeneity among the systems [140] lead-
ing to a need for subsequent integration. Reasons for companies to support
their processes with multiple information systems can be specialized software
or external systems that support the process, e.g. after outsourcing [141]. If
these information systems do not follow the same data governance, integration
becomes inevitable [142].

Evaluation criteria: To fully support the data integration functionality, the
approach must have supported various event extraction techniques and have
transitioned from basing predictions on label equivalence to equivalence notions
based on activity semantics, e.g., attribute equivalence [100] and integration of
other process perspectives and case ids.

Examples (cf. Ex. 1):
• The activities of the transaction reporting process can either be explicitly
recorded through the underlying events in information systems such as Murex2

or Bloomberg3 or be implicitly recorded as database transactions in ERP sys-
tems such as SAP4. The various data sources together with additional data
sources for context data have to be integrated.
• “If the loan request is greater or equal to one million, the solvency level of the
customer needs to be at least A, a manager needs to process the request, and
the solvency information must not be older than two days. [...] the information
necessary to check this rule is distributed across multiple systems [34].

Implementation: The approach can address the challenge of multiple, poten-
tially heterogeneous sources by supporting various event extraction techniques,
equivalence notions and event abstraction mechanisms.

CMF13: distributed processes
Overview: Compliance in process choreographies refers to the fulfillment or

violation of constraints at different levels, i.e., the global choreography level,
the local private process level, a mixture of both, and assertions [143], i.e., con-

2https://www.murex.com/
3https://www.bloomberg.com/
4https://www.sap.com/
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straints might span across multiple partners of the choreography. In addition,
constraints might refer to one or several choreography instances (and span across
multiple partners at the same time).

Description: Constraints in distributed settings span across several partners
in a process choreography and additionally might span one or several choreog-
raphy instances. Due to the distribution of the partners, the events of process
choreographies are typically recorded in multiple information systems. Hence,
CMF13 is related to CMF12 and predicting compliance in distributed settings
is a task that typically cannot be performed at one partner’s side, but across
several partners in the choreography. Additionally, compliance prediction has
to deal with confidentiality issues if private processes of partners are affected.
Overall, dealing with process choreographies poses new challenges for the ap-
proach, e.g. the prediction of and checking of constraints under privacy and
confidentiality issues [143] and the realization of the PCM system with respect
to how the prediction is actually performed (at one partner’s side, in a dis-
tributed way?).

Evaluation criteria: To fully support the distributed processes functionality,
the approach must have transitioned from basing predictions on label equiva-
lence to equivalence notions based on activity semantics, e.g., attribute equiva-
lence [100] and integration of other process perspectives, case ids, and message
ids. Additionally, the approach must have provided compliance predictions on
the event streams/compliance constraints with confidentiality requirements con-
stituted by, e.g., hidden private process information.

Examples (cf. Ex. 1): All eight reporting processes run concurrently. To
assess and predict the overall report data collection and consolidation perfor-
mance and completeness for internal reporting purposes, equivalence notions
based on activity semantics have to be employed.

Implementation: So far only few approaches have addressed the challenges
that come with compliance in process choreographies. In [143], a decompo-
sition algorithm is suggested to enable the distributed and confidential ver-
ification of compliance constraints that spread over several process partici-
pants as private information is common in competitive markets. For realizing
and implementing distributed compliance verification mechanisms, technologies
such as blockchains [144] could be used. The other way round, process event
logs/streams could be collected from the partners and merged where partners
with private information provide abstracted log information [14]. In this case,
compliance verification can be realized in a centralized way using existing frame-
works and implementations, but it has to be investigated how abstraction influ-
ences compliance verification quality. Approaches for predicting compliance in
process choreographies are missing.
CMF14: context data

Overview: Context data, i.e., data that is internal or external to the process
data, has proven useful in enabling or enriching CMFs such as root cause analysis
and explainability (cf. Sect. 2), so approaches should come with the ability to
deal with such data.

Description: Taking context data for pro-active detection and management
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of compliance violations into account includes the ability to identify relevant
context data, relating the context data to the events/activities that are actually
affected or in that context represented by the data, leveraging context data for
improving predictions (e.g. potentially enabling predictions for processes whose
events are private) and considering them as further evidence for root causes and
for explaining what the compliance violation means. In the case of external
context data, it is likely that this data is not recorded in the same information
system as the process, which relates this functionality with CMF12.

Evaluation criteria: To fully support the data integration functionality, the
approach must have continuously exploited context data for compliance predic-
tions, particularly for predictions at the presence of unseen process and data
behavior and for predicting unseen context data behavior. Furthermore, the
approach must have continuously exploited context information for explaining
prediction results.

Examples (cf. Ex. 1): In the case of major external events such as the
beginning of the Ucraine war in 2022, trading activity in financial markets can
be higher than usual leading to an increase number of orders that need to be
reported, putting a significantly higher burden on the reporting process (cf. Ex.
1). In this case, the prediction of timestamps and durations is affected by the
context of the Ucraine war that affects the external trading activity in financial
markets measured as trading volume for all markets and therefore, the possible
violation of the timeliness constraints for the internal processes.

Implementation: For each ability of dealing with context data, there exist
proposed approaches, e.g. context ontologies for processes can guide the identi-
fication of relevant context [145, 146, 147, 148, 149]. Hence, the approach may
either connect existing approaches in a meaningful way or opt to develop new
methods for each required step.
CMF15: data properties and quality

Overview: Properties of the process and context data may require data
transformations or suitable relation mechanisms (cf. CMF 12) as part of data
preprocessing [150], whereas the quality of data can lead to the exclusion of
data attributes during preprocessing. In the context of CM, excluding data for
quality reasons may limit the monitoring to events of process instances that are
more likely to be compliant.

Description: For CM, a crucial data property is transparency, i.e., to un-
derstand which properties of data lead to which effects during execution of the
approach to facilitate the understanding of the results (cf. CMF9.x). As the goal
of CM is to reactively and pro-actively detect and manage compliance violations,
events with data quality issues can signify compliance violation. Consequently,
approaches should avoid preprocessing to improve data quality, in particular
during runtime, but rather have the ability to flexibly deal with the recorded
data quality.

Evaluation criteria: To fully support the data properties/quality function-
ality, the approach must have considered and exploited properties and quality
of the input event streams, interpreted data (quality) properties with respect
to prediction results and elaborated strategies for dealing with data quality
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properties and problems under prediction result quality guarantees.
Examples:

• Since data quality issues such as erroneous values or wrong formats either
lead to more ”Correct order field entry” activities or to amendment/correction
messages to be included in the next report [23], they affect both what activities
in the reporting process occur and their performance.
• “For example, although the average number of activities in the EnvLog dataset
is only 44 (compared to 20 for BPI’12), the dataset only provides 787 instances
for 331 possible activities resulting in a high sparsity of 0.42, whereas BPI’12
has a comparably low sparsity of 0.0028.” [151].

Implementation: So far research has yet to address how to exploit data
properties and quality for CM.

Class CMF Coverage

Data req.

CMF12 integration of data from multiple sources ∼
CMF13 distributed processes −
CMF14 context data (internal | external) c/+ | c/ ∼
CMF15 data properties and quality ∼

Table 4: Coverage assessment of extended CMFs 12–15 by existing literature; CMF extensions
in bold; +: covered, ∼: partly covered, −: not covered, c: combination necessary

Assessment of data requirements CMF12–CMF15:
The following assessment of data requirements is summarized in Table 4. It

does not distinguish between predicate prediction and PCM, as the approach
does not affect the assessment of PCM system data requirements.

For CMF12 on the integration of data from multiple sources, [67, 152] deal
with structured and unstructured data, i.e., textual data, as input for PPM (∼).
There are no approaches for predictions in distributed processes (CMF13, −).

The potential of context data (CMF14) is mentioned by several approaches.
Internal context data is exploited by existing approaches such as [153, 154,
132, 155] by encoding them as features for next activity/event prediction. [154]
gather domain expert feedback on the selection of the context data. Internal
context data is also utilized by [81] for temporal predictions (c/+). [155] in-
clude information from news articles as context data into the predictive process
monitoring based on sentiment analysis, which contributes to the exploitation
of external context data as one possible sources (c/ ∼). Further sources for
external data comprise, e.g., sensor data streams [82].

The influence of data quality and properties (CMF15) is considered by first
approaches that consider data properties [151] and deal with small data sets
[50] (∼) as well as by [156] with respect to reliability of the predictions (∼).

4. Open Challenges and Research Directions

The assessment conducted in Sect. 3 shows that some of the CMFs are not
supported by existing approaches yet or require a combination of existing PPM
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approaches. As outlined in the introduction, PCM is a complex and continuous
task, requiring a comprehensive support by a PCM system. A comprehensive
PCM system requires the realization of predicate prediction and PCM (cf. Fig.
1) and the support of the full set of CMFs for both cases.

Overall, we understand PCM as a system that helps a company to under-
stand its future compliance status which encompasses and supersedes all existing
approaches. Understanding PCM as a system results in approaches claiming to
develop or implement PCM that these approaches must cover all the extended
CMF functionalities and, ideally, also come with a real-world case study that
is not simulated using event logs demonstrating the system in practice. Ex-
isting event logs such as logs from the Business Process Intelligence Challenge
recently organized by the IEEE Task Force on Process Mining5 do not challenge
the PCM system in many of the required functionalities, e.g. BPIC logs are al-
ready extracted from the information systems. To implement a PCM system,
no or almost no abstractions or simplifying assumptions should be made about
reality, as these assumptions may decrease the applicability and value in prac-
tice. Hence, existing PPM and CM approaches are methods for PCM and only
cover fractions of the required functionality (as depicted in Tab. 1 to Tab. 4).
It remains yet to be shown, how the existing approaches can be combined and
applied in a case study. If a method is developed that falls into PPM or CM
and can be used for PCM, we advocate to phrase it as such that the method
helps to realize a PCM system, but in itself is neither PCM nor a PCM system.

Section 3 shows the potential of existing PPM approaches for a comprehen-
sive PCM support. This section summarizes the open PCM challenges and set
out research directions for PCM and PPM along the four classes of the extended
CMF framework.

4.1. Modeling requirements

Holistic modeling and prediction
Challenge: The modeling and prediction of time, resources and data is sup-
ported by existing approaches on predicate prediction and can be realized by
PCM through a combination of PPM with different prediction goals. What is
still missing is the modeling and prediction of case data.
Research direction: Modeling requirements are already well-supported. This
support can be rounded off with approaches to predict case data, in particular,
in the case of IoT data associated with a case [157]. This links to data require-
ments on the exploitation of context data. Altogether, future work should focus
on complex examples from reality (cf. Ex. 1) and try to avoid introducing sim-
plifying assumptions or abstractions as much as possible, as these might limit
the research to only a subset of modeling requirement CMF combinations. In
particular, research should avoid assuming the constraints to be readily avail-
able and stated in some logic, but often have to be extracted and updated based
on regulatory documents [158].

5https://www.tf-pm.org/competitions-awards/bpi-challenge
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4.2. Execution requirements
Life cycle handling
Challenge: None of the existing PPM approaches exploits the life cycle of ac-
tivities, i.e., exploits the semantics of distinct life cycle states/transitions of
activities in the event stream. However, these life cycle states/transitions might
contribute to predict, for example, the activity duration or might indicate ex-
ceptional behavior, resulting in unseen behavior or drift, and subsequently ne-
cessitating adequate mitigation actions.
Research direction: Incorporating and exploiting life cycle states and transi-
tions into PPM and PCM might tremendously increase prediction quality and
applicability in real-world settings. Consider, for example, the transportation of
goods to different locations. By distinguishing the start and complete events
of activities, activity duration can be considered in the prediction. By exploiting
more life cycle states such as suspend and abort, upcoming exceptions might be
predicted and exception handling actions be defined and taken. Assume that,
for example, for activity ‘transport’ a suspend event occurs. This might result
in delay which should be incorporated in a temporal prediction, e.g., of the re-
maining time of the affected instance. If an abort event occurs for ‘transport’,
we can conclude that the transport will not be completed (i.e., event complete
will not occur for ’transport) and this might result in a compliance violation.
Instance and process spanning constraints
Challenge: Predicting the compliance of constraints that span multiple pro-
cess instances and/or multiple processes has not been explicitly addressed by
existing approaches, except for encoding inter-case features for improving the
prediction. The latter still focuses on predictions of individual instances and not
on predictions across multiple instances. However, many application domains
crave for compliance support in instance and process spanning settings, e.g.,
logistics, medicine, and manufacturing.
Research direction: State-of-the-art PPM approaches mostly focus on predict-
ing next activity/event within the context of single instances. However, when
considering compliance constraints that span across multiple processes and pro-
cess instances, it becomes necessary to predict interactions between the affected
process instances and their behavior, as well. In particular, such compliance
constraints refer to data and/or resources shared by processes/instances. Take
as an example the compliance constraint: “Each clerk is allowed to issue ap-
prove loan as long as a threshold (around $1M) is not reached. Otherwise he
has to delay this event to the following day” [110]. First of all, we can see that
the constraint imposes a condition across several process instances that refers
to data element ‘threshold’ and implicitly to time (‘within one day’). Hence,
compliance predictions across multiple processes and process instances have to
consider a combination of the control flow, data, time, and resource perspective
and support the decision on mitigation actions spanning multiple instances and
processes. In the example a prediction on the loan amount per clerk across
all instances, considering remaining time, can be exploited to trigger proactive
“task switching” between the clerks, i.e., a clerk with a higher amount of “free
loan” on this day can swap his loan request with a clerk with an already re-
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stricted “free loan” amount and a higher loan request. Incorporating the effects
of this behavior imposed by the constraints into the prediction is of utmost
importance.

4.3. User requirements

Provision of mitigation actions
Challenge: Though recommendations are used to support users in taking coun-
teractions regarding delays or other risks, none of the approaches suggests miti-
gation actions to overcome compliance violations. In particular, approaches are
missing that provide mitigation actions at different granularity levels, analyze
and visualize the effects of applying mitigation actions, and provide users with
estimations on their significance.
Research direction: Based on compliance violation predictions combined with
root cause analysis, the effects of mitigation actions can be assessed; either
by simulating what will happen if a user applies a specific countermeasure or
by determining and suggesting mitigation actions for avoiding the compliance
violation. Consider again the transportation example provided in research di-
rection life cycle handling. Assume that based on data gathered before and
during transportation, the transportation is predicted to be aborted for a cer-
tain process instance. Based on the prediction, we can immediately start to
define countermeasures for avoiding the compliance violation of not arriving at
the destination, together with predicting their effects. One possible mitigation
action in this case is to start another transportation process arriving on time.
The prediction can then estimate whether or not the application of this counter-
measure compensates the failure. By taking the results of the estimation and an
ontology or a knowledge graph either on the domain, i.e., in this case logistics,
or on the company executing the process (cf. research direction on explainable,
supervised machine learning [119]), future work may come up with novel ways
to explain the mitigation actions and their effects in an understandable natural
language or interpret them as explainable events (cf. event management [159]).
Visualization and explanation of predictions and violations
Challenge: Explainability of prediction results has gained attention. However,
visualization approaches for prediction results, especially future compliance vi-
olations are mostly missing. Moreover, root cause analysis has to be extended
in order to deal with predicting violations of real-world compliance constraints.
The challenge becomes event more difficult, when the approach does not stop
at some metric quantifying the individual impact of features on the result and
visualizing results, but start to tell a story beginning at the root cause and end-
ing at the compliance violation, as coherent, logical storytelling is the means of
explaining for humans [119].
Research direction: PCM requires an aggregated view on several perspectives,
including the compliance constraints and the process respectively process in-
stance perspective, i.e., a view on the current event stream combined with
continuous updates. Though some approaches already provide visualizations
for simple SLA violations including color coding, e.g., red means the SLA is
violated, green the SLA is not violated, there is still room for improvement
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and extensions when considering complex compliance constraints. Therefore,
visualization approaches are required to depict possible complex information at
once, i.e., all compliance states for all processes and process instances captured
by the event stream, as well as the definition and visualization of single views,
e.g., visualization of compliance predictions for one constraint, one particular
instance, or one perspective such as time. Moreover, information on root causes
for compliance violations, the current prediction model in use, and mitigation
actions together with their effects should be conveyed to users based on vi-
sualization approaches. Through visualization, the PCM system can start to
connect trained classifiers with relevant constraints that facilitates fine-grained
root cause analysis. At last, the PCM system helps the user in understanding
the visualized results by supporting natural language explanations that connect
the results in a logical way.
Update: To implement a PCM system, various functionalities for updating
parts of the system have to be developed.
Update 1: Treatment of unseen behavior and update
Challenge: Activity occurrence, absence, and ordering of activities in compli-
ance constraints is covered by existing PPM approaches for those activities that
have been already observed. Unseen behavior remains largely uncovered. Un-
seen behavior can occur in event streams if the underlying process model is not
or only partly known or due to concept drift. In combination with compliance
constraints, the requirement to predict unseen process behavior becomes even
more likely as the compliance constraints do not have to be part of either an
underlying process model or the observed behavior in the event stream. Similar
observations also hold for the treatment of unseen data and unseen data values
(internal and external data).
Research direction: Recently, strategies on how to update the prediction model
in case of unseen process behavior in the context of next activity prediction
have been proposed, including “do nothing”, “retrain without hyperparameter
optimization”, “full retrain”, and “incremental update” [101, 74, 160, 15]. In
addition, we need to consider not just updating the model whenever unseen
behavior has occurred, but also how to predict the unseen behavior as such,
e.g., by considering available context data (cf., e.g., [161]). Therefore, we argue
that approaches are not insufficient w.r.t updating models. Dealing with unseen
behavior also can mean to predict unseen behavior as it is already done in ML,
e.g., zero-shot learning (cf., e.g., [162] for an overview).
Update 2: Online PCM, online (re-)training of prediction models
Challenge: One situation is to train the prediction model based on available
historical information and then constantly update it whenever new information
in terms of events or constraints occurs. The more difficult situation is to start
from scratch and having to learn and train without any previous knowledge.
Both cases of learning/updating the prediction model are challenges for PCM.
When considering context data, the decision on when it is necessary to update
may be different.
Research direction: As both cases have been addressed by online process min-
ing approaches with respect to new events, research on PCM has to investigate
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the challenges based on existing work in online process mining. However, ap-
proaches to consider new constraints or constraint evolution are missing. More-
over, strategies for updating prediction models at the presence of continuous
context data have to be elaborated, e.g., constant updates versus updates if
significant changes in the context data occurs.
Update 3: Continuous update of prediction results and compliance
violations
Challenge: The prediction results and compliance violations have to be updated
continuously as new arriving events reveal information about the actual progress
of the monitored process(es). Here, the challenge is to investigate whether the
performance of the PCM system allows to update all results for each new in-
coming event or whether batching of incoming events is necessary. These con-
siderations have to take the (end) user requirement on the performance of the
approach into account. The challenge becomes more difficult, if the evolution of
the constraints base through, for example, changing regulatory documents (cf.
Ex. 1) is also taken into account.
Research direction: This challenge requires thorough case studies that result in
a comprehensive benchmarking environment for PCM systems. The case studies
should come with time series data on requirements (simulating the evolution of
requirements during development and operations of a PCM system), regulatory
documents, relevant and irrelevant context and the raw events from various in-
formation systems, possibly also from various processes even spanning multiple
partners. Only then can proposed PCM systems be properly compared.
Update 4: Compliance degree and update
Challenge: First approaches for predicting the compliance degree across multi-
ple process instances have been presented. Yet, especially in combination with
updating compliance violations, an open challenge remains how to define and
update the compliance degree while new events arrive throughout the event
stream and to predict compliance states of single instances. Furthermore, it
remains unclear how these instance-level compliance states and degrees can be
lifted to the process or choreography level. As prediction results include proba-
bilities, e.g., how likely is the occurrence of a certain activity, these probabilities
should be considered for compliance states and degrees.
Research direction: Following [36], currently we distinguish compliance states
possibly violated/satisfied and violated/satisfied for single instances. Possibly
violated means that the violation can be still healed, i.e., by the occurrence of an
activity that is mandatory according to the compliance constraint (cf. [163]).
A (final) violation, by contrast, states that the constraint cannot be healed
anymore, e.g., if the constraint is possibly violated and then the end event of
a process instance or all end events occur. There is also a distinction between
fully and partly violated/satisfied where full violation of a compliance constraint
means that this constraint is violated for all process instances, and a partly vi-
olation means that the constraint is violated for at least one constraint [164]. It
is unclear whether the proposed compliance states are actually sufficient in light
of the prediction and continuous update performed by PCM systems. In par-
ticular, the presence of probabilities on prediction and, thus, compliance state
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results expressing the reliability and certainty of the PCM system on the results
may necessitate further compliance states that communicate relevant aspects
of the results to the end user in a compact and understandable way. For more
complex compliance constraints referring to activities, data, time, and resources,
the probabilities of satisfying/violating these constraints have to be calculated
in an adequate manner, e.g., how likely is the occurrence of a certain activity
producing a certain data value in a given time span? If these probabilities can
be determined, in turn, the risk of violations can be assessed and the compliance
state properly identified. Compliance states may also need to express bound-
ary considerations (based on the information we have, what has happened in
the best and worst case at the partner?) when considering private processes
in process choreographies. In connection with the challenges on data quality,
a compliance state may need to also reflect the uncertainty on the process or
context data, as data sources such as sensors can carry information on their
accuracy. For uncertain process data, PCM system research should investigate
based on recent work on data quality in the data preparation phase [165] or
in conformance checking [166]. By defining a suitable aggregation mechanism,
work on compliance states and degrees can be lifted to the process or cheore-
ography level. Somewhat orthogonal to the aforementioned lines of research is
the question on how to update the compliance degrees and states as prior parts
of the PCM systems (see above) are updated. This remains unsolved so far.

4.4. Data requirements

Heterogeneous data from distributed processes and (contextual) data
sources
Challenge: First approaches start addressing data requirements in PPM and
PCM. However, approaches for event and constraint data from distributed and
heterogeneous sources and processes are missing. Moreover, the ongoing ex-
ploitation of contextual data is promising, but under-researched yet.
Research direction: Future research on heterogeneous data for PCM may have
to borrow techniques from data integration research that deal with the problems
of, for example, entity recognition, data fusion or schema alignment [167] before
the line of research that tackles the problems of event extraction, event abstrac-
tion and handling event data that does not come with a single case identifier
can be followed. In particular for event data that does not come with a single
case identifier, a new field of research within process mining called object-centric
process mining that conceptualizes such event data as object-centric event logs
(OCEL) [168] is emerging. These problems are likely to occur, if relevant data
on processes is distributed across multiple information systems either within a
company or among partners. These problems are aggravated when compliance
constraints are not stated in a machine-readable format carrying semantics of
a logic such as LTL. Typically, constraints are stated in natural language and
scattered across multiple regulatory documents (cf. Ex. 1). Then, the regu-
latory documents are further data sources that are challenging to include, as
constraints have to be extracted in a way that we can match events/activities
with them. Including context data potentially coming from other sources than
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the process data into PCM can significantly increase prediction capabilities and
quality. In manufacturing processes, for example, several sensor data streams
are measured continuously that report the environment state/context of the pro-
cess, e.g., the temperature of a room/machine or the fluid level in the machine.
Detecting deviations in the context data can increase prediction effectiveness,
e.g., concept drifts might be predicted early [82]. Additionally, data value pre-
diction might not only refer to process data, but also to contextual data such as
time series, for example, if decision rules are based on time series data such as
temperature [169]. Here, the combination of PCM with time series prediction
approaches constitutes a promising research direction [170].
Prediction and compliance in process choreographies
Challenge: This challenge is related to the previous challenge on data from mul-
tiple sources as the choreography of partner processes results in heterogeneous
data sources, e.g., one data source per partner. Especially for choreographies,
additional challenges arise from confidentiality requirements of the partners, i.e.,
aggravates the challenges for multiple, heterogeneous data sources by restricted
visibility of the data. As a consequence, as there can exist constraints spanning
multiple partners, predicting compliance in this distributed setting is a task that
typically cannot be performed at one partner’s side. Hence, process choreogra-
phies pose new challenges for PCM such as how the prediction and checking of
constraints is actually performed (in a distributed way?). If private processes
of partners come into play, the prediction of and checking of constraints has to
adhere to privacy and confidentiality requirements.
Research direction: Although first approaches enable to check compliance in
process choreographies (e.g., [143]), the problem of predicting compliance in
process choreographies has not been addressed so far. One challenge arises from
the confidentiality requirements of the private partner processes: if they are
affected by compliance predictions, it might become necessary to distribute the
prediction among the partners. This endeavour may be realized by means of
secure multi-party computation [171].
Data properties and quality
Challenge: The exploitation of data properties and quality is promising. One
drawback of existing PPM approaches with respect to the input data is the as-
sumption of label equivalence, i.e., the prediction are based on labels of events.
Label equivalence is not sufficient, particularly when merging event streams
from heterogeneous input sources (variety). Another challenge is the size of
the input data which can be too small or too big (volume). For distributed
processes, event streams might contain information on message exchanges be-
tween partners –how can they be exploited for prediction or being predicted
themselves?– and might also contain hidden/invisible parts due to confidential-
ity requirements of the partners. Here, an initial hurdle is the lack of data sets.
Another one is that event logs in practice are error-prone [172]. When con-
sidering data quality, the data values of low quality may signify a compliance
violation or be used as a feature for prediction. Determining whether the former
is the case and the latter is beneficial, is yet another challenge.
Research direction: To tackle variety challenges, PPM and PCM can benefit
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from equivalence notions that aim at the functionality of activities, e.g., at-
tribute equivalence [34]. First approaches for dealing with volume challenges
boost small data sets [84, 173]. Other approaches aiming at efficiency and per-
formance of PPM and PCM with respect to both, volume and high velocity
event streams are missing (note that for PCM also a large set of compliance
constraints might exist). To deal with PCM in distributed settings, the collec-
tion, provision, and preparation of (real-world) data for different process scenar-
ios containing multiple perspectives remains an ongoing direction of research.
With respect to data quality and its exploitation in a PCM system, approaches
are missing. Here, PCM can investigate based on work considering data quality
as uncertain data values [165, 166].

4.5. Overall

Systematic assessment of data mining/machine learning techniques
Challenge: In the light of a multitude of challenges and research directions and
the lack of a single prediction technique implementing or supporting all extended
CMFs, it remains a challenge to apply an existing or develop a new prediction
technique that addresses all of the challenges and implements or supports all
extended CMFs. Due to the many facets of the problem and functionalities
required, it is likely that not each problem can be tackled by existing data min-
ing/machine learning techniques.
Research direction: First, a systematic assessment of (existing) prediction tech-
niques to address these challenges is required. As it is likely, that not all of the
challenges for PCM can be solved by existing prediction techniques, it might
be necessary to develop new techniques. Another possible direction could be
to decompose the problem and reformulate it either as a multi-view learning
problem or a multi-task learning problem [174].
Predicate Prediction vs. PCM
Challenge: Throughout the paper, we have highlighted two options that can be
used in a PCM system, i.e., predicate prediction or PCM, cf., Fig. 1. However,
it remains unclear when to use which of those options, in particular, as there
remain several challenges and open research gaps for the latter.
Research direction: After having achieved a clear understanding of PCM, we
can carry out several comparisons between both options. First, they can be
compared by measuring, e.g., accuracy of both in the same setting of constraints.
One could imagine that when one constraint never changes it might be preferable
to use predicate prediction in the sense that higher accuracy could be achieved.
However, this needs to be investigated in detail, through, e.g., cases studies
which could result in recommendations which method to prefer in which setting.

5. Discussion and Conclusion

5.1. Discussion

The survey aims at shedding light on the current position of existing CM
and PPM approaches with respect to the extended CMF framework. Moreover,
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based on an assessment of existing CM and PPM approaches, it addresses the
question whether their combination solves the challenge of generating a PCM
system in its entirety. We followed selected principles of conducting a systematic
literature review [175] and adapted them in terms of incorporating existing
surveys as basis whenever possible. In this spirit, we took the established CMF
framework [9] and extended it based on more recent findings. Despite this
careful method design, the following limitations can be identified.

• New approaches on PPM are published constantly. Therefore, one lim-
itation of this work is that new approaches since the literature compi-
lation in February might have been published which are consequently
not covered within this paper yet. A search on Google Scholar with
allintitle:predictive process monitoring and selecting papers af-
ter 2022 results in 31 hits6. From these 31 hits, this survey covers [176,
132, 108]. 28 papers are not covered, out of which 2 are out of scope fol-
lowing our search methodology in Fig. 2, 15 papers have been published
as technical reports and 1 as PhD thesis. Looking a this most recent work,
the majority of the approaches is concerned with explainability, some com-
bined with data issues such as [177] (cf. CMF9, CMF14, and CMF15) and
with updating the prediction model (cf. CMF8).

• The main focus of this paper is on prediction tasks and compliance moni-
toring. Hence, further related areas such as online process mining, concept
drift detection, and anomaly detection approaches have only been consid-
ered if papers from these areas were detected during the systematic liter-
ature review. Online process mining is often geared towards concept drift
detection. This work covers several concept drift detection approaches
[15, 82], also in connection with updating prediction models at the pres-
ence of concept drift [74, 101]. Anomaly detection can provide insights to
PCM. However, most anomaly detection approaches work offline, some can
be applied on event streams, e.g., [178], but process anomaly predictions
beyond the approaches studied in this work such as [179] are missing.

• If surveys exist for the investigated research areas, i.e., for CM and PPM,
we used these surveys as a basis for our further literature analysis. Do-
ing so might result in missing papers that have been published prior to
the existing surveys and not having be treated by them. However, we
conducted a full search without restricting the publication dates first and
then compared the identified set of papers to existing surveys. Doing so,
we limit the risk of missing out relevant prior work.

• The aim of this paper is not to assess PPM approaches in terms of machine
learning or data mining techniques in detail, i.e., the goal is not to identify
the PPM approach currently performing best. Instead, the goal is to

6accessed 2022-10-20
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provide a comprehensive outline and analysis of the PCM system problem
and how it is addressed by the current literature. Hence, at this point, we
do not investigate or propose particular techniques from a technical point
of view. This endeavour is left as a Challenge 4.5 to future work.

• Though there are case studies for compliance monitoring available ( 7→
Sect. 2.5), we still need to have a detailed look and investigate whether
these are suitable for evaluating approaches tackling the mentioned re-
search directions, i.e. they meet the requirements set in Challenge 4.3 for
a benchmark case study.

5.2. Conclusion

This work provides a comprehensive analysis of existing CM and PPM re-
search in in terms of the extended CMF framework and the realization of a
comprehensive PCM system. We tackled research questions RQ1 – RQ4 (cf.
Sect. 1) as summarized in the following. In addition to findings on the relation-
ship between CM, PPM and PCM, the study particularly provides findings on
PPM and its capabilities.

RQ1: To what extent is a PCM system in its entirety addressed and solved by
existing PPM and CM approaches? RQ1 is addressed by an extensive compi-
lation of literature on PPM, CM, and PCM. Based on analyzing the literature,
we conclude that the PCM system in general has not been developed by now.
In particular, the integration of predicate prediction and PCM in one system is
missing, including an understanding of their pros and cons.

RQ2: How are the existing PPM and CM approaches comparable in terms of
CMF functionalities, in particular, in terms of PCM system requirements nec-
essary for the respective functionality? The selected literature from PPM, CM
and PCM research emphasizes that the compliance monitoring functionalities as
originally proposed by [9] in 2015 are still valid and can serve as requirements
for the PCM system. The CMF framework is extended based on analyzing
the literature compilation regarding PPM and CM directions after 2015, most
prominently, towards the explainability of the prediction results and input data
requirements. To further the predictive capabilities necessary for PCM, the ex-
tended CMF framework is analyzed for predictive requirements arising for each
of the CMFs, illustrated by means of Ex. 1, and is subsequently used to assess
existing mostly PPM approaches.

RQ3: Which of the PCM system requirements are already met by existing ap-
proaches? In general, PPM holds the capabilities to tackle PCM challenges
and can be seen as an enabler for PCM system development. These capabil-
ities are derived for each CMF functionality of the extended CMF framework
and used to assess existing approaches. The assessment finds capabilities to
be (partly) supported, but there is no comprehensive solution for all PCM sys-
tem requirements, i.e., the assessment eventually results in a list of open PCM
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system challenges, including the integration of heterogeneous data sources as
well as handling distributed processes and more complex constraints and their
monitoring. In both, CM and PPM research, the system development aspect is
missing to a large extent.

RQ4: Which open challenges and research directions remain for full PCM sup-
port? Based on the identified open PCM challenges, together with the PCM
system (prediction) requirement list, research directions for PCM are elabo-
rated. These research directions comprise the holistic prediction of activities
with data, time and resources, an appropriate life cycle handling, a support for
instance- and process-spanning constraints, the provision of mitigation actions,
the explainability of compliance violation predictions, multiple functionalities
to update various parts of the PCM system containing a call for a thorough
case study necessary to benchmark approaches, the capability to deal with pro-
cess choreographies and the explicit treatment of data quality and properties,
also for heterogeneous processes and data sources. All of these open challenges
constitute key success factors for predictive compliance monitoring.

The research directions point to several future research opportunities. Work-
ing on the research directions will necessitate a comprehensive assessment of
existing machine learning and data mining techniques and might result in the
development of extended or even new techniques. Moreover, this work assumes
that compliance constraints are formalized using some notion. In future work,
we will incorporate the sources, e.g., regulatory documents, into predictive com-
pliance monitoring. In order to evaluate and compare new techniques and ap-
proaches, appropriate data sets are crucial, i.e., event streams, contextual data,
data from different sources and processes, and unseen data.
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Appendix A. Appendix

Example 1 Transaction Reporting of Financial Institutions in the EU. Be-
ginning in 2014, authorities such as the European Commission, the European
Parliament, the European Central Bank, the European Banking Authority and
the European Securities and Markets Authority imposed regulations on finan-
cial institutions conducting money and capital market business in the EU to
report money and capital market transactions on a daily basis to the respective
authorities as a prerequisite to continue conducting that type of business. The
required daily reports are based on the European Markets Infrastructure Regula-
tion (EMIR) [19], Money Markets Statistical Reporting (MMSR) [20], Securities
Financing Transactions Regulation (SFTR) [21] and Markets in Financial In-
struments (MiFIR/D) [22]. These regulations are typically complemented by
multiple addenda and technical specification documents that further clarify the
exact requirements the institution has to fulfill, e.g., for MMSR the reporting
instructions [23], questions and answers [24], IT appendix [25], data quality
checks [26] and further technical specifications documents for the web service
and XML schema available for download as a ZIP7. All in all, the MMSR reg-
ulation stipulates the reporting of four different MMSR reports, among others
the secured and unsecured market segment reports, that are used to determine
the euro short-term rate (eSTR), an important interest rate.
The regulatory documents specify the outcome of the process and necessitate the
occurrence of certain activities, but do not specify the actual process model in
full detail. Hence, the specification gives financial institutions similar to specifi-
cations in the healthcare domain [180, 181] significant flexibility for implement-
ing and executing the process with individual subprocesses for activities [18].
Nevertheless, by abstracting the individual subprocesses of institutions, similar
activities for the transaction reporting process can be deduced as depicted in Fig.
A.3. In the following, the coarse-grained activities that are similar to all finan-
cial institutions are described.
Traders or Sales personnel in the front-office agree on a transaction with an ex-
ternal trading party through electronic trading software, e.g., Bloomberg, or over
the phone. For each transaction, an order is registered or has to be registered by
the trader (“Register order”). If at some point a field of the order has been filled
incorrectly, the trader has to correct the entry (“Correct order field entry”). As
an agreed transaction needs to be cleared, i.e., payments and the actual transfer
of owner/holding rights with respect to the depository need preparation and exe-
cution, it is processed in the middle-office (“Process order”). In order to prevent
fraud and guarantee clearing according to previously agreed upon terms by both
parties of a transaction, orders are reconciled (“Reconcile order”). In order to
transform the large number of orders from various electronic order information
systems to the specified report structure and format, all secured market segment

7https://www.ecb.europa.eu/stats/financial_markets_and_interest_rates/money_

market/html/index.en.html
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orders are collected for the secured MMSR report (“Collect secured MMSR or-
ders”) and consolidated (“Consolidate secured MMSR orders”). Afterwards,
the final report can be sent to the respective authority (“Send secured MMSR
report”).
According to Annex IV 2. (i-ii) and 3. (iii) the reports have to be accurate, the
reporting process must be monitored, and any deviation needs to be explained by
the institution within 45 min to 7h depending on the time of occurrence [20, 24].
According to Article 4 1. (a), all MMSR reports have to be sent between 6pm
of the same trade day that the transaction was agreed upon and 7am of the
following trade day. In [25], the “Send [type] MMSR report” activity is spec-
ified. In Fig. A.4, an extract from [23] shows a constraint that specifies for
fixed-term evergreens as defined by the International Capital Markets Associa-
tion (ICMA) with collateral having a valid International Security Identifcation
Number (ISIN), i.e. money market loan contracts for which the borrower pledges
another, registered capital market product to secure the repayment of the loan,
the reporting in the secured market segment and attribute values “T” for both
“Trade date” and “Settlement date”. Further exemplary constraints C1 – C16
were introduced in Sect. 3.

All in all, the regulatory documents for MMSR span hundreds of pages con-
taining a multitude of constraints with varying detail. The financial institution
is responsible to transform and map all of these requirements to its internal re-
porting process that adheres on a high-level to the previously described reporting
process. Furthermore, all of the documents can change and have changed since
the regulation became in force. For example, the regulation itself was amended
four times and the reporting instructions at least six times7. These changes lead
to concept drifts in the reporting process, as historically possible activities may
or cannot occur anymore and at the same time new activities might have to be
executed that have not been observed before; these activities account for unseen
behavior [101, 74, 160]. Additionally, interface changes of information systems
for electronic trading that are used internally or by external trading parties (e.g.
exchanges), as well as other interrelated IT system changes can lead to concept
drift in the reporting process.
To sum up, the financial institution has to implement a complex transaction
reporting process with a large number of constraints that runs every trade day,
has to monitor its execution and explain deviations.

As described in Example 1, the financial institution has to monitor the com-
pliance of the reporting process to the external regulatory constraints and fur-
ther internal constraints necessary to comply to the governance guideline by the
European Banking Authority [98]. To comply to the punctual sending of an ac-
curate report and to proactively manage possible deviations due to IT incidents,
wrong data attributes or external factors such as days with exceptionally high
order volume, it also needs to ultimately monitor the remaining time prediction
to complete the sending of the report and the data attributes predictions and
life cycle of that activity with respect to the relevant constraints. In addition,
because of concept drifts due to changes in various regulations, various informa-
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Figure A.3: Transaction Reporting Processes of Financial Institutions in the EU [18]

Fixed-term evergreens14 must be reported on an ongoing daily basis as new transactions (NEWT) – 

both when the transaction is initially conducted and when a rollover occurs – and in principle with the 

following date structure: 

• Trade date: T 

• Settlement date: T 

• Maturity date: The first date on which the termination of the fixed-term evergreen can occur 

Both Trade Date and Settlement Date need to be reported with “T”. However, in case the trade is 

negotiated with a Settlement Date different from T, for the initial reporting on execution the actual 

Settlement Date needs to be reported. The Maturity Date of the initial transaction and the subsequent 

rollovers needs to reflect the first date on which the termination of the fixed-term evergreen can occur and 

not the fixed final termination date of the agreement. Following the Settlement Date of the transaction 

fixed-term evergreens must be reported each day until they are redeemed (terminated/closed/called). 
 

14 As defined by ICMA, a fixed-term evergreen is a transaction which has a fixed final repurchase date and where 
both parties have an option to terminate the transaction subject to a notice period. See A Guide to best practice in 
the European Repo Market, ICMA, March 2021. 

Figure A.4: Constraint for Case Data of an Order [23]

tion systems internally and externally, and IT incident and behavior patterns,
a PCM system is required that regularly updates both the constraints set and
the prediction and is also able to predict unseen behavior, for example data
attributes in the report for which the historical data has never recorded a cor-
responding order. As the financial institution is required to explain deviations,
it needs a root-cause analysis functionality and, because of the short period of
time for explaining the deviations, ideally some functionality to explain what
the results of the system mean.

To further exemplify the transaction reporting process with respect to PPM
and CM, in the following, we present two scenarios for Example 1 that represent
two days in which violations of the constraint might occur:
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Scenario 1 Correct orders. Consider trade day 29.09.2022, on which for the
transaction reporting process of the German BANK the activities for processing,
storage and archiving for the MMSR reports (Middle-Office and Back-Office)
that usually occur from 8pm to 2am are running one hour longer than they
used to run and the data collection and consolidation activities run 4 hours on
average such that a violation of the MMSR regulation timeliness constraint is
likely. Assume that the longer running time for processing, storage and archiving
is due to an exceptionally high number of ”Correct order field entry” activities.

Scenario 2 Conflicting rules. Consider trade day 30.09.2022 6pm, at which
time the reporting department employee on-call duty has already worked 10
hours. Nevertheless, the report processing breaks at 7pm of the same day such
that the employee on-call duty has to intervene. Assume the 10 hour day of
the employee was due to the assessment of protection requirements according to
[99] and the breaking of the processing due to a hardware anomaly on one of the
processing servers.

In the first scenario, following the aforementioned requirements for mon-
itoring the reporting process, the BANK wants to know and understand in
particular how likely it is that the MMSR report is sent in time, whether this
likelihood changes over night, what the root cause for the longer running Middle-
and Back-Office activities is and how to mitigate the potential violation of the
timeliness constraint in the short- and long-term. In the second scenario, the
BANK has to additionally understand, that it either can meet the requirement
of the MMSR reporting process by fixing the broken processing or the require-
ment for German employees not to work more than 10 hours per day (§3 of the
German “Arbeitszeitgesetz”).
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